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Summary 

Collective acceleration methods that employ an 
intense relativistic electron beam (IEEB) are discussed. 
A brief history and a classification of collective 
acceleration methods are given. Methods examined 
include IIiEB in,'ection into neutral gas; IREB injection 
into vacuum; plasma-filled IREB diodes; and vacuum- 
fiFled IFZB diodes. Accelerating fields of order 
10" V/cm have been observed experimentally. The 
collective acceleration processes for IREB injection 
into neutral gas and vacuum are discussed. It is 
noted that the collective acceleration processes for 
1XE.B diodes have not been elucidated yet. A summary 
of present collective ion acceleration research areas 
that involve IREB's is given. 

1. Introducticn 

Collective acceleration methods differ from 
conventional acceleration methods in that the main 
accelerating fields are not caused by externally 
applied potentials. Instead, the accelerating fields 
are caused by the collective effects of a large number 
of particles which impart acceleration to a smaller 
number of particles. In conventional accelerators, 
the effective accelerating field is ultimately limited 
by electrical breakdown at the accelerating gap. In 
collective-effect acceleratcrs, the accelerating 
fields are not limited by breakdown, and accelerating 
fields much larger t‘nan those in conventional 
accelerators should ultimately be achievable. Other 
fundamental differences are that collective-effect 
accelerators can have net charge densities, and net 
current densities, directly In the acceleration region. 
In conventional accelerators, e.g., the applied 
accelerating fields are divergence-free in the 
accelerating gap region (0.E = 0), which means 
longitudinal phase stability and radial focusing in 
the gap may be mutually exclusive. In collective-effect 
accelerators which utilize a net charge density,, the 
accelerating fields may have a divergence (V-E 7 C), 
and longitudinal phase stability and radial focusing 
may occur simultaneously. 

Since the introduction of several basic ideas on 
collective acceleration by Veksler,'-s Budker," and 
Eainberg"“. in 1956, research on collective accelera- 
tion has grown considerably. The electron ring 
accelerator (LPA) concept emerged from i)ubna in 1g7,7 
and since that time it has enjoyed large-scale 
investiga:ions at &bna, Berkeley, Xaryland, Garching, 
Karl;ruhe, Nagoya and Moocow.'-- At this meeting, 
the late;; resu13r from m;arching concerning tneir 
successt'ul acceleration of prctsnc anii Xe ions will be 
given '? as will the late;t re.rults on the cusp 
injecCion E?A work at I<ar:yland,l an.i .:sme ring 
compres:ion wcrk at Ja,roya." .*rit): these brief comments 
#cn tr.e EF&, we .:hal? n'3;~ ti;rn to collective acceleration 
with intense rc!ativictic electron beams (IXE's), to 
which most of thic paper will be revoted. 

Jntcncc relativisti: electron beams had their 
ori;;inz in +,he pulsed power technology pioneered in the 
ear'., i,%C'.- bv A" > L :.lartin".' A tyFica1 IXZB today has 
eiectrcn enerriie.: " f rom 100 keV to 10 XeV, current:: 
from 1C I& to 1 !,'A, and pul.:e lengths from 10 nsec to 
LOO nsec. ieca;-se t&e IFi<% elec:tron density i:; 
tmisal1.y hi& '- 11)" -10'" cr-') it is i'ieally :yJLted 
f3r collccti-e acaeler:kion rr::earch. Interest in IT:E3 
collective acceleration rcscarch ,:rew in 1;68 when 
x lupporte i bg: t:ie !+:ner,Td, ?xi:~car~:h and :evelnpment 

A'Imini.:trs:ion. 

Graybill and Uglum discovered that injecting an IFXEB 
into a low pressure neutral gas could produce collec- 
tively accelerated io;$ with energies greater than the 
IXEB electron energy. Since that time a considerable 
amount of experimentales-3" and theoreticalsawqa work 
has been done to investigate this process:'-s* and 
recently a theory6'-s3 has been 'developed ,tzh_a$ehas been 
able to explain the observed acceleration. 
Collective fields of order 10" V/cm have been inferred 
from the data; fields of this order are predicted by 
theory and are seen in numerical simulations?' 
Collective acceleration with I,SEB's inJected into 
vacuum has also been studied, 35--32,81- 3 and collective 
acceleration in the diode that generates an IEEE has 
alsc been investigated. 29 $30 ,I50 ,a2 ,s3 ,a*-50 

In part 2, a brief classification of collective 
metnods is given. In part 3, IEEB collective accelera- 
tion is discussed in regard to IREB injection into 
neutral gas, vacuum, and plasma; and for plasma-filled 
diodes and vacuum-filled diodes. In part 4, present 
approaches to collective ion acceleration using IREB's 
are discussed, and in part 5, concluding comments are 
given. 

2. Classification of Collective Methods 

Collective acceleration research at present 
includes a rather large area of experimental data, 
theoretical concepts, and prooosed acceleration schemes. 
A brief classification of these "methods" is given in 
Table 1, where they are categorized as to how the main 
accelerating field is produced; by net mace charge 
(of an electron beam, or a bunch of charged particles), 
by waves and/or instabilities (excited, e.g., by 
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TftEIE 1 

Collective Acceleration Methods 

(1) Net Space Charge 

ERA 
IFEBjgas 
IREB/vacuum 
SIPAC 
IEEB/transverse .;weep 
IEEE/linear control 

(2) Waves and Instabilities 

fieferences: 

7-20 
22-60 
30-32,61-63 
91,92 
50,53,59,?3-101 
53,101-102 

inverse coherent Cerenkov 1-3,b8,56,103-105 
EM radiation acceleration l-3 
plasma wave&de 5,6 
nolitons and nonlinear waves lob-112 
stoc:iastic acceleration 113 
e-e two-stream instdoiiity 114 
e-i two-stream in.:ta-oility 76,115-I.18 
ITct:B,/diorie (i.) 29,30,64-90 
I~XE3,~cyclotron morie r1q-121 
electron mtoacceleratior. 'e) 53,qq,12.2-iz?5 

(3) IrAuctive Effect:: 

beam envelope motion U+47,56 
electronic ram f' :' \ ~'e: / /\ , X6-130 

'i.) Xmpact .&oceleratior. 

relativistic collision l-3,101,131,132 
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interactions between beams, plasmas, charged particle 
bunches and/or external structures), by inductive 
effects (such as those caused by envelope motion of a 
current-carrying beam), or by impact acceleration (a 
purely dynamic collisional effect). The listing is 
Table 1 is not meant to be exhaustive: it does, 
however , present a convenient summary of the major 
areas of collective ion acceleration research and 
collective electron acceleration research. In the 
later case, a large number of energetic electrons is 
used to accelerate a smaller number of electrons to 

* this includes electron autoacceleration ~;;~~;,::~~~)EL 12 5 and the electronic ram effect?26-130 
Brief comments about each of the four categories in 
Table 1 follow. 

(1) By net space charge, we mean that ion 
accelerating fields are produced by a simple net charge 
density. It should be noted that this is tne only 
category in which accelerated ions have been produced, 
and explained, to date (this includes the ERA, IREB 
into gas, IREB into vacuum, and HIPAC). 

(2) Waves and instabilities have been frequently 
proposed as possible acceleration methods, and a 
considerable amount of theoretical work has been done in 
this area, especially in the Soviet Union. Note that 
the listing IREB/diode was only tentatively included 
here, because the collective acceleration process(es) 
involved are not sufficiently understood at this time; 
the two-stream e-i inst~~i$~~~l~;s been suggested as 
a possible explanation, ' but so have several 

2~~~,~~~~;~~,~~~~~~S~~-~~,;'~~~,"-'~~~~~ ztrn this . 
IREB,/diode possibility, none of the wave schemes given 
here have been developed to date to the stage of 
proilucing accelerated ions in actual experiments. 

(3) 5 inductive effects we mean induced fields 
That might be caused, e.g., by envelope motion of a 
beam with a net current (IdL/dt effect), or by the rise 
or fall of a net current (MI,/dt effect). This concept 
has arisen as a possible candidate for explaining 
certain experimental data.44-47+4-70*a3 Here we 
note that recent theoretical resultsa' indicate that 
these effects are typically not strong enough to 
produce useful collective ion acceleration. The 
electronic ram effect is tentatively included here 
because induced fields have been proposed'""-'"' to 
explain the observed collective electron acceleration; 
however, estimates we have made tend to indicate 
inductive effects should be negligible, and that the 
acceleration mechanism is still open for further 
investigation at this time. 

(4) Impact acceleration refers to the purely 
~dynamic effect cause?. by the collision of a relati- 
vistic (v) heavy bunch (e.g., a dense electron bunch) 
with a light bunch (e.g., a small ion bunch).1-3'131'13" 
Providing certain restrictions are met, each ion should 
receive the enormous energy 2y"Mc" (where M is the ion 
mass and c is the speed of light). However, the 
restrictions on the heavy bunch have been shown to be 
protibitive'"l --the equivalent peak current I, of the 
heavy bunch must be I, >> 23.4 By MA. Since IPEB 
peak currents today are only of the order of one MA, 
the impact a-celeratlsn netnod must apparently remain 
confined to the concept stage for now. 

From this brief overview we note that "net space 
charge effects" appear to be the principal means of 
collectively accelerating ions to date. In regard to 
hi& energy ion acceleration in this category, we note 
that theoretical considerations limit the accelerating 
fields in an EPA to %e 0.'+5 MV,/cm.17 The HI?AC 
confi,Tdration -,I >:^' employs a stationary potential well, 
and it therefore cannot be used over and over again to 
pro,iuce very high ion energies (the HIPAC has merit 
principally as a ii&-Z ion source). IREB's, on the 
other i-and , have already iemonstrated ion accelerating 
fields of order 1 bIV/cm, and there are at present no 

I metal drift tube \ 

$ -----Jp~~ 

Fig. 1 Basic IXEB diode and drift tube configuration. 

fundamental theoretical lirritations on producing even 
higher fields. Collective ion acceleration research 
with IREB's -will now be discussed. 

3. IREB Collective Ion Acceleration 

The basic configuration of an IREB diode and a 
drift tube are shown in Fig. 1. The IRE3 is created 
bjr a high voltage pulse from a Blumlein or transmission 
line which is applied across an anode-cathode gap. 
Cathode electrons are accelerated to the anode, which 
is a thin foil, and pass directly through it. Depending 
on what the drift tube contains (neutral gas, vacuum, or 
plasma), the IREB may or may not propagate efficiently 
in it. Collective ion acceleration has been ob'served 
in the drift tube (filled with neutral gas or with 
vacuum) and in the diode region (filled with plasma 
or with vacuum). Collective ion acceleration in a 
drift tube filled with plasma has not been reported. 

IPEB/gas: Collective ion acceleration for IREB 
injection into a neutral gas was discovered in 1968 by 
Graybill and Uglum.sa Subsequently, many more experi- 
mental investigations were performed at Ion Physics 
Corpo~,"_t;,on (IPC),"3'2* 
(PI), 

at Physicss$$~rnational 
at Sandia Laboratories 

Force Weapons Laboratory (y;L),s'-35 
at the Air 

at the Lawrence 
Livermore Laborato ?Y7 jk39 at the Lebedev Physical 
Institute (Moscow), and at the Physical Technical 
Institute (Kharkov).38 In the basic experiment, the 
metallic guide tube is filled with a neutral gas at a 
pressure of the order of 0.1 Torr Hs. Ions are observed 
to be accelerated in the same direction That the IREB 
propagates and to attain energies higher than the IREE 
electron energy. Ion detection nay be accomplished by 
current screens, nuclear emulsions, 
and/or ion mass spectrometry. 

activation analysis, 
The ion energy, number 

of ions, and ion pulse length all have dependences on 
the neutral gas pressure, as well as on the electron beam 
energy and current. In fact, the process is controlled 
by at least eleven independent parameters; IREB (energy 
Fe, peak current I,, voltage risetime t current 
risetime t,, @Se length tb, radius rb 1: metallic guide 
tube (radius R, length L), and neutral gas (charge state 
Zip ion mass M, and pressure p). A summary of accelera- 
ted protons and related IREB and drift tube parameters 
is given in Table 2. For a summary of other accelerated 
ions (D, He, N, A), see ref. 32. 

Originally, Six theories were proposed to explain 
the data. These include the ens-dimensicnal electro- 
static well models of Rostoker,*a Uglum et a$l,ii"41 
Fosinskii et al.,*" and Poukey and Fostoker;"" the 
localized pinch model of Putnam;"4-47 and the inverse 
coherent Cerenkov rasdiation model of Wactfel ani 
Eastlund. Thus concepts in each of categories (1) to 
(3) in Table 1 were originally employed to explain the 
,data. However, in a detailed study,"" it was found that 
serious questions arise concerning the validity of some 
of these theories, and t:hat major difficulties occur 
in trying to use any of these thecries tc explain the 
~iata.'-'L""'"3 A general study of electrostatic, 
inductive, 
made."" 

and wave-type accelerating fields was also 
It was concluded that the mechanism responcible 

for the observed acceleration must be an electrostatic 
effect but that a new theory (aifferect from the four 
earlier electrostatic theories) was needed tc explain 
the data with all of its parametric ,iependences. 
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TABLE 2. Typical data for protons accelerated by IREB injection into neutral gas(H2). 

FRO'VNS / IFBE G!JIDE XBE 
9C"7D~?~CES .u/ u_ 

6, !KeV) 1: T(rEC) I& Eee(MeY) Io(,kk] t$nsec) t,(nsec) Tb(31) Fl"Orr) ?';ml: 'i; cr.) " 
1 I 1 I I L ! / I I I I 
1 I I I I 

4-7 zi x 1c’” X-10 “00 1.5 3:: 10 
2: 

1.25 c.05 -0.15 7.6 50 
.> i-10 -J‘? x lo*- 3-5 --- 1 113 2.5 0.15 -0.65 3.8 

I$; 
73 ?r 1-5 as ii OC 0.5 0.015-0.15 2.5 70 sar.2iaz -.-2: 

5-16 43 25 125 2* 0.05 -0.35 32 I.22 ILn,L3 e 
l-3,@ 15-20 15 50 --- 0.005-0.G 5 20-50 L&2&7 352 

(* annular beam, - 2 m thick) 
In a new theory developed by Olson,55-5" and 

sdbsta+iated by numerical simulations of Poukey and 
mon,bc ion acceleration occurs in the electrostatic 
fields of a time-dependent two-dimensional potential 

well. ?he acceleration process is basically a zero- 
order electrostatic effect, whose description CleFends 
on a complete howledge of the ionization of the 
backgrcund gas and the self-consistent couplicg of the 
beam dynamics tc the ionization processes. Ion 
ionization and ion avalanching were shown to produce 
major effects while electron avalanching was shown to 
produce negligible effects.57-5" The theory contains 
?e?endences on all eleven parameters mentioned earlier, 
an< we shall now briefly su?nmarize the basic 
acceleration. process and the predictions oI" this :heory. 

region of axial length = 2X, although 'eke stopped 
electron beam is confined to a m-cch smaller axial cc region."" At roughly the charge neutralization. time, 
a non-adiabatic transition occurs, the beam front 
begins propagation, and the self-consistent well depth 
drops to q. C Fe/e. Ion acceleration occurs during 
the deco well stage (which produces an ion distribution 
with energies up to gi iJ aZiEe) and during the 
transition stage [where ions may be trapped in the 
Fropagating well). T‘ne final, propagating beam front 
equilibrium is shown in Fig. 3; the self-consistent 
front structure moves slowly (B - 0.1) b?hile beam 
electrons stream I;hrough i", (pe - 1). I%e axial length 
of this structure is typically very long (>> rb).'s 

The acceleration process depends crZtically on 
the relatisr. of the injected currect I, to the space- 
charge limiting current It, = ?(v-1) [mcs/el. 
11 + 2Ln!I;/q>l-1,54'5s where 2 = v/c, v is the Lr.jected 
elPct.mn velocitjr, y = (l-g")- l/2 , and m and e are 
the mass an3. charge of an elecsron. The current 1~ is 
tnat current for which tke potential depression q. 
caused by an meutra:ized beam just equals the Injected 
electron beam energy (i.e., ecp, = Fe). For IO 2 IL, 
tile injected beam initially stops at the anode, and the 
col:ective ior. acceleration process occurs. For 

I, << I,:, the beam is cot slowed appreciably in t'ne 
axial direction, it does not stop at the anode, an3 no 
accelerated 13ns should occur. For reference, the 
Alfv&n-Xwson magnetic limiting current IA for a 
charge-neutral, p$; n_o,t current-neutral, intense beam 
is I4 z :vrnc3 
:hen^magnetic 

le. '& If there is charge neutrality, 
stopping effects vi11 occur if the net 

The speed at whizh the beam front moves out depends 
on several parameters. At sufficiently low pressures, 
the front speed is determine& by the fastest ions 
created during the Yeep well. stage. At higher 
pressures, the frqnt assumes a speed about equal to 
2R/Te71 where re,l J n n is the charge neutralization time 
including ion ionization effects. At still higher 
pressures, above some "runaway" pressure pR, the bearr. 
becomes charge neutralized during its risetime before 
the current 1, is reached; in this event, the beam 
never sees a large potential depression, never stops 
at the anode, and no accelerated ions should occur. 
Thus for p > pK, ion acceleratior is effectively 
precluded. For p < >R, ion acceleration nay occur, 
provided that certain trapping cri:eria are also 
satisfied.5" 

current exceeds IA. Note that II < IA always, so 
whether or not collective ion acceleration can occur 
degends on the relative sizes of I, and Ip. 

F3r I, 2 i;d, collective ion acceleration may 
occur, acd L,he resultant two-dimecsiona: electrostatic 
well effect- 0 are inZ.cated in Fig. 2. icitially the 
beam stops a', the anode, and a deep potential well 
forms of depth 'f. = @,/e, where 2 < 2 < 3.43'cr: The 
background gas 12 ionized (by electron irrpact ioniza- 
tion and by ion avalanching) througtout the deep well 

A comparison. of the theory, experirrents, and 
nurr,erical simulations (2-D) is given in Fig. 4, where 
the final ion velocity Yic is plztted against p. P?c t e 
tha? there is reasonably good agreement b'etween all 
three, and that all three show the effects of roughly 

I 
3 

\ 
STATIONARY WELL TRANSITION LONG, IMOVING WELL 

3.;. 4 
?%A. 3 :<nviny, .;elf-con :l.-tent, F-3, bean frm': 

&alitative 3i'Zture of 2-3 potential. -dell e;luilibria, ::howin:: ;he fracti8-fial .-;ace 
motion, -howin,< .2 *(r = 0 , z) at rl;.cce.:-,lve charge neutralization i,,, t,?c benrr ;rlfilF', 
tile:. anrl the re:l;ltant ??tentlal .:.?- 
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0. 35 

1 

0.,- 
3. 0 0. i 0. 2 0.3 0.4 0. 5 0. 6 0. 7 0. 6 

p (Tort-1 

,.,~ 
0. 0 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0. 5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

p (Tort-) p (Torr) 
Fig. b Comparison of experiments (circles, shading), theory (lines),"" and simulations (X's)*' for 

proton acceleration by IFE;?injection into neutral gas (Hs). Data of (a) Graybill (IPC);24 
jb) Ecker and Putnam (PI); and (c) Kuswa, Bradley, Yonas, Swain et al. [Sandia).""-s* 
[The notation (X) means very few ions were seen at the indicated pressures."'1 

constantion enera at low pessui-e, increasing ion 
energy at moderate pressures, and beam front runaway 
[no ions) at higher pressures. Numerous further 
comparisons have also been made (concerning, e.g. 
beam front velocities, number of ions, etc.),58'6d and 
it appears that the theory offers a reasonably well 
substantiated explanation of the observed collective 
acceleration process. By keeping IO fixed and varying 
Q (from 1~~ < I, to 1~ > IO), Straw and Miller observed 
the ion acceleration threshold at I, % II, and they 
found ions only for I, a I~.33'34 Their-most recent 
studies with a larger IREB will be reported at this 
meeting.35 Alsc, in earlier work recently brought to 
our attention, VanCevend&" reported no ions in 
experiments witi I, << IL (in agreement with the 
theory). 

beer re orted by Kuswa,-' Swain et al.,"' and Olson 32 et al. The acceleration effect has been exulaineda1'3" 

Alexander et al. have also recognized the impor- 
tance of ion ionization effects and have applied them 
t, a. 1-D nodel.-"5'13" Elsewhere, Kolomensky and 
Nsvitsky have recently developed a l&D computer 
model to study the collective acceleration process.'s7 
Their results tend to further substantiate the results 
of the 2-D theory and the 2-D simulations 'discussed 
above. 

I_WE/vacum: Collective ion acceleration by 
injecting an IF'EB int'o anvacuum-filled drift tube has -1 

For I, << IL, an IREB injected into vacuum will 
not stop at the anode, but will propagate with radial 
spreading. If an axial magnetic guide field is used, 
then an unneutralized , propagating IREB is possible. 
This, in fact, forms the basis fo;l$_hFaFyclotron-wave 
auto-resonant accelerator concept tc bse 
discussed later. 

IREB/plasma: For intense electron beam Injection 
into a plasma, there have been no experimental reports 
,of high-energy, collectively-accelerated ions to date. 
IRE3 injection into plasma is actively being studied 
as a means of plasma heating in relation to controlled 
fusion research, and the general goal is to efficiently 
utilize plasma instabilities to transfer beam energ;r 
to the plasma. 
density and nb i~"~hx~~b~~~~~~~)~c~~r~~n~~~~~~ity 
occurs quickly and the collective acceleration process 
discussed above (for injection into gas) is precluded. 
However, many of the wave and instability concepts 
listed in Table 1 may, in theory, b'e applicable in this 
case. Xowever , caution is needed in applying certain 
theoretical calculations to experimental situations; 
e.g., IREB pinching to the force-neutral cocdi:ior, 

117 ,I:? assumed in some e-i instability calculations, 
violates known limiting current criteria"' for typical 
beam parameters. Thus, for IFEB injection into plasma, 

in reference to the theory described above. For 

IO 2 I;, the beam remains stopped at the anode until a 
sufficient positive ion background can be created to 
provilie some charge neutralization. In this case, the 
ions come from the anode foil plasma created by passage 
of the Im3 through the foil. (The plasma may include 
a'lsorbed gas ions as well as other impurities.) When 
tie dynamic ion background density is sufficient to 
provlle approximate c-:arge neutrality, the beam may 
begin a "quasi-propagating" stage in -nrhich "beam 
prOFagatiOn” is consistent with the drarsn-out, 
Qnsmic ion backrrraund. 2 
'2 < y< 3; 

Ion energies up to jZiEe 
are predicted; ion energies 'up to 2ZiEe 

!:a;-e been seen experimentalp 
J? 

and ion energies up to 
ZZiCe are zeen nurr.erically.Y "a Al-o, the transition 
between the effect: of vacuum-filled and -as-filled 
-irift t.;ben :;a; ‘been Geen experimentally; 31 below a 
certain lsw pressure, anode foil ions are accelerated 
.oefore the neutral l:as is :.Jfficiently ionized, and 
the net effect looks like a typical "vacuum shot." 

I.:a:ion"' has also reported st.Jdies on IiiEB 
injection into vacuLuT., as have Kim and r&m."' Zorn et 
al. have apparcn'zly converted the llaryland E?A injector 
I;o ntc'->J -raynun injecti0n:san-l their results -#ill be 
reported at tr;l; meeting. 

:REB/diode (plasma-filled): , Ions-collec 1vely 

waves and instabilities may eventually be used to 

accelerated in the diode region have been observed in 
many caSeS ,2 3 ¶30 Y-b-r'3 as summarized briefly in Table 

collectively accelerate ions (to Ei > c,), although no 
such experimental. results have been reported to date. 

3. Categorically there are two classes of diodes-- 
plasma-filled and vacuum-filled. In reality, vac';um- 
filled diodes dcvclopc moving anode and catlicde 
plasmas, so they too are, in some sense, plasma-filled. 
The physics behind anode and cathode plasma production 
and motion is 
research.'"' 

currently an active area or' iFEE diode 

Collectively accelerated ion:: have been reported 
Fy Plyutto et al. of the 8Sukhmi Institute (l;SSE) for 
the 

-P 
lanma-filled 'diode configuration .;ho-+.n in Fi,:. 

3."' -'<' A spark source is used to create a plasma, 
-which then expands throukgh a hole in ;he 'catho,?e; jrhen 
the catho~ie-anogle >;ap is appr-,priatcly fil.!ed w; th 
plasma, the diode potential U, is applied. A variety 
of phenomena are observed, including ion:: with 
energies up tc zany times eUo, electrons wit:? erergiec 
up to several times elJo, transient currenT and voltage 
effectc, and indications of time-l%penient beam pinching. 
The proce::::<es) responsible f'or the accelerated ions 
are apparcntljr Tj.ite complicated. ::ui:;?e;teil cqlana- 
tion.; have involve1 entries in each cof the cate,rories 
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r PROTONS T- ELECTRONS I DIODE 

t Fi(MeV) 

4-5 
o-2.5 

0.7 
2-7 

2-3 
0.08-j 
O.l- 3 

5-13 

N 

loll -1ol” 
loll -1d 2 
lo"--lole 

--- 

--- 
-lo1 5 

--- 
-10- 

TABLE 3. Typical data for protons accelerated .n diodes. 

ce (MeV) 

0-0.25 
0.00 

-- 

-- 

-- 
-- 

--- 0.2-0.3 
l-2 o-o.1 
l-3 o.c2 
--- 0.2-1.0 

ZO 0.2-0.3 5 
100 2 

30 2.5 

(1) to (3) in Table 1; i.e., space charge effects, 
inverse coherent Cerenkov radiation effects, and 
inductive beam pinching effects.64-70 The highest 
energies attained aree'ya*/EgaX EJ 10, andEz:z zs3elJ,. 
In some instances Ei does not depend on Z&a ' in 
other instances Ei scales directly as Zi. A 
definitive explanation of the collective acceleration 
processes involved remains to be given. 

IPEB/diode (vacuum-filled):Collectively accelerated 
ions have also been seen in "vacuum-filled" diodes at 
the Sukhumi Institute,71'72 at AFWL.73-77 at 
Sandia, 29,30,7e--"l and at LLL.s2-"o A variety of 
configurations has been used, and the principal ones 
are summarized in Figs. 5b, c, d. The cathode usually 
has a small radius or is pointed. Tine anode is 
usually thick, may contain a central insert of a 
diffcrcnt material, and ma-y have a hole on axis. Many 

materials (dielectrics, metal) and coatings (especially 
those jearing deuterium) have been used for the cathode 
and the anode, and frequently a CDs anode insert has 
been employed. It is evident that the time-dependent 
processes of the formation and motion of both anode 
plasmas and cathode plasmas play important roles in 
both the diode behavior and in the collective 
acceleration process. 29,30,78 ,eo ,138 

The purpose of most of the experiments in the 
U.S. has been to determine if thermonuclear processes 
were occurring. Hence the main diagnostic in the U.S. 
has been 5otal ceui,ron yield (and its isotropy or lack 
thereof), although in some cases ion mass spectrometry 
was also used. 21,30 ,?6 ,78--80 The overall consensus of 
this work is that collectively accelerated ions produce 
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neutrons via beam-target interactions, and that 
thermonuclear effects (if any) are at least not the 
dominant effects. 

The various phenomena observed include ion energies 
greater than the applied gap voltage, transient current 
and voltage effects, and time-dependent beam pinching 
effects.71-"o At Sandit Ei up to 3MeV has been reporte 
by Kuswa fore, w 2 MeV. At LLL, Fi in the range 
5-13 KeV (with a possible energy tail extending to 
somewhat higher energies) has been reported by Lute for 
Gee 2.5 MeV. " The e-i two stream instability has been 
suggested as a possible explanation of the observed 
phenomena. 76~so7116-11* Several other possible 
explanations have been proposed by the LLL group, 
including inverse Cerenkov radiation, pinching effects, 
the electronic ram effect, the so-called Linhart 
effect, and several other wave-type effects. 632-90 At 
present, however, a definitive explanation of the 
collective acceleration process(es) involved has not 
been established. 

4. Present Approaches Using IREB's 

A brief summary of continuing and proposed research 
areas involving IPEE's for collective ion acceleration 
follows. 

IREB/gas/control: Presumably more experiments will 
be done with IFEB injection into neutral gas to furtiier 
verify the acceleration mechanism, and to study even 
further parametric dependences (although all 11 basic 
parameters have already bee3nvaried 22-34936-38), 
ykb;;;y8 efj al. (Moscow) and Tkach .et al. 

will apparently continue their experimental 
investigations. Straw and Miller (AFWL) will report 
new data at this meeting.3s Also, some experiments 
should be forthcoming from Rostoker et al. (UCI).'3' 
Remaining experimental areas of inberest include 
further studies of the effects of axial magnetic 
fields, s7'sa'so and possibly studies of multiple pulse 
phenomena5" (which have been observed only at PI, and 
0nQ in some cases25-2e). 

In regard to extending the acceleration process, 
the first logical choice is to consider possible 
passive control methods. 
variation of the pressure,3s' 

sug#~;es,t&;~,s, hnc~uLi; ye 

wide tube radius. However, these effects have been 
investigated in relation to the beam-front equilibria 
that occurs in Olson's theory. It was found14R that 
the self-consistent beam front "length," but not the 
beam front velocity, would vary if the pressure (or 
qide tube radius) varied axially. 'Thus adiabatic theory 
results indicate tinat gradients in p or Ii cannot be 
used to control the acceleration process. No enhanced 
ion energies were seen in pressure gradient experiments 
reported by Swain et a1.31 
reported by Tkach et al.,"" 

Also in experiments 
an axial variation of the 

pressure by a factor of 10 produced only a factor of - 
0.5 change in the beam front velocity (instead of a 
change of order 10). Thus it appears that simple 
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passive control methods cannot be used to modify the 
existing collective acceleration process to achieve 
higher ion energies. 

Recently, an active control method has been 
proposed by Olson, that may ultimately permit effective 
control of-a steep beam front potential well over large 
&istances -59 9131, 02 In this scheme. the iruide tube is 
filled with an appropriate working gas at a pressure 
lower than that used typically for ion acceleration, 
and low enough that ionization caused by the beam is 
negligible on the time scale of interest. An intense 
W light source, e.g., a W laser, is then used to 
photoionize the gas. 3y appropriately sweeping the 
W laser, the beam front can be made to follow a 
predetermined motion. Estimates concerning laser 
powers required, and the expectedO;on output using 
modest IFEB's. aouear favorable.& , _- 

IREB!'trans-verse sweet3 : A different concept is to 
transversely sweep an IREB so that ions will be 
accelerated by the net space charge density (of the 
IPEB) in a direction essentially perpendicular to the 
IPEB electron flow. Early suggestions involving 
highly-fccused low current electron beams were given 
by AL?& and Wernholm,"" and by Johnson."* More 
recently, Kolomensky and Logachev have suggested 
sckemes wl-ic!- inc1:d.e sweeping a 
long IPEB "ray," and the "gyrotron."53'S6-9'3 The 
,T-rotron concept involves an IREB closed on itself (a 
large electron ring) that is to rotate about an axis 
which intersects the ring and its center. Tons 
injected near the axis are to slip out along the ring 
and gain kinetic energy as the ring rotates. At 
present, IPEB's have not been successfliLly recirculated 
on themselves to form such an intense electron ring, 
although many studies of this problem have been made 
in the U.S. for other purposes. Even if such a ring 
could be formed, the idea of rotating it and keeping 
it intact appears formidable. A different idea, 
proposed by Olson, is to use a single controlled 
transverse sweep of an IPEB that is injected trans- 
versely into a drift tube; the beam is transported to 
the tube (and deflected) in a region containing a 
c'narge-neutralizing plasma.""'10' 'lo1 Inside the tube, 
vaccum conditions permit the full space charge of the 
1PE3 to be used for collective acceleration. 
Estimates of the power required for the pulsed magnetic 
field for deflecting the beam, and accelerated ion 
estimates for existing IREB's appear favorab1e.l" 

IRE3jvaxmn: As ncted-above, this case has already 
been investiZated,""-"'E1'~2 and recent results from 
Zorn et a1.b3 will be reported at this meeting. Note, 
however, xhat peak ion energies only of the order of a 
few times Zih 

f 
appear possible with this method, and 

that it there ore does not appear to hold promise for 
accelerating ions to very high energies. 

TREBjcy?lotron wave: The autoresonant accelerator 
lli-121 ,.c‘:ep: yopaseri by Sloan and Drummond is 

h? .'eti on the a::~:urnptian that a :s-in.gle, large.. 
amplit;:,1e wz:e 01' the aez:red type (lower 'branch of the 
Zsppler-shifted cyclotron mode) can be created when an 
-m-neutralized IPEB propagates in vacuum along a strong 
external magnetic fiel; B,. The wave phase 
velocity is ',o be oontrolled by adiabatically decreasing 
2z axially. basic problem areas include, e.g., studies 
of vacuum propagation of Z?EB';, 1 4 3 iiave excitation 
methods, i::olation of a single large-amplitude wave, 

1 . .;tability studies, and studies of wave-trapping of ions. 
Zome of these inJestii;:a;ioris are already in progress 
ani results ~~~oulJ be forthcoming soon. It should be 
noted, however, that a .ieq large IAPEB is needed for 
this method to achieve the same accelerating fields 
that IPEB Apace charge methods (discussed above) should 
acylleve using a rather modest IPE3.l“'l 

Z?EB,/dio-le: d large amount of data now exists 
*hat indicates collectively accelerated ions occur in 
-Jacuum-fill& an1 plaxa-filled ,-lio,les."' 73o v'4-'10 More 

diagnostics (such as time-resolved ion spectra) for 
various diode configurations would prove useful in 
isolating the acceleration mechanism(s). It should 
be noted that there is interest in understanding these 
collective acceleration phenomena in relation to 
controlled fusion studies using IREB diodes.iss 
since the "diode region" (i.e., the anode-cathode 

Also, 

region) cannot be "extended" to a great length, it 
appears that IREB/diode configurations, in themselves, 
will not be useful for achieving very high ion energies. 
However, an IREB/diode configuration may prove useful 
as an ion source, or as an ion injector for other 
future collective-effect accelerators. 

5. Conclusions 

A summary has been given of collective ion 
acceleration research methods that involve intense 
relativistic electron beams (IREB's). Ion energies 
greater than the IREB electron energy have been 
observed (see Tables 2 & 3), and accelerating fields 
of order 1 MY/cm have been reported. An understanding 
now exists of the collective acceleration process for 
IPEB injection into neutral gas or vacuum, whereas 
collective acceleration processes in IREB diodes are 
not currently understood. Present approaches to using 
IREB's for collective ion acceleration were discussed, 
and presumably one or more of these approaches may 
ultimately result in a viable working collective ion 
accelerator. The use of IPEB's for collective ion 
acceleration research is still in its infancy. 
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